To whom it may concern,

I am writing this to go on the record as strongly opposing this new regulation that would eliminate the ability for me, and MANY I know, from continuing to use my IRA / 401k to trade options. I've been doing it for years and been successful. Please don't put ANOTHER poor regulation in my way to fund my own retirement! This is especially frustrating because this would take this away from individuals, but still allow Wall Street to run with it! How does this make sense? I short, you'd be stealing from me! And longer term, your shorting the U.S. Government in taxable income. Vote no to this nonsense. Don't throw even more gasoline on a very hot fire of the opinion of Government, by e very people your SUPPOSED to be working FOR! Thank you.

Be well,

Tim Hundley
414.510.3300

"People will not care how much you know, until they know how much you care."

Sent from my 4G LTE BlackBerry Passport